OPTIONAL DOME ANTENNA
MODEL ANT-1 (DIGITAL RADIO)
MODEL ANT-1-RR (DIGITAL RADIO AND RR RADIO REMOTE OPTION)
MODEL LR-DOME (LOCAL RADIO)
MODEL LR-DOME-RR (LOCAL RADIO AND RR RADIO REMOTE OPTION)
MODEL RR-DOME (RR RADIO REMOTE OPTION)

FLIP TOP IN
OPEN POSITION

CALSENSE CONTROLLER PANEL MOUNTED
FLUSH ON FACE OF ENCLOSURE AT A 35°
ANGLE FOR EASY ACCESS AND VIEWING

GFI OUTLET AND SWITCH

MODEL SSTE STAINLESS STEEL ENCLOSURE
MODEL SSTE-4 (WITH DOME ANTENNA)

CALSENSE TP-1 TRANSIENT
PROTECTION BOARD

AWG GROUNDING WIRE
CONNECTED TO GROUND LUG

120 VAC JUNCTION BOX
(INCLUDED WITH ENCLOSURE)

FINISH
GRADE

36" x 24" x 8" CONCRETE BASE

MOUNTING BOLTS
(BOLTS AND TEMPLATE
INCLUDED WITH ENCLOSURE)

PVC SLEEVE FOR
GROUND ROOD

SCH 40 ELECTRICAL SKEW ELL
FOR LOW VOLTAGE CONTROL WIRES

SCH 40 ELECTRICAL SKEW ELL FOR 120 VAC POWER
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